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Introduction
(2)
(1)

✔The GetyourStudio MINI contains

a (1) broadcast quality Datavideo
camera with optical zoom, (2) a
dimmable LED ring, (3) a tripod, (4) a
studio quality lavalier microphone, and
(5) the Cube
✔The Cube is the heart of the set: the

camera and microphone are both
connected to it, after which the cube
itself is connected to a computer

(3)
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✔Most of the time the cube gets

enough power from the computer’s
USB port. The AC-adapter should be
used whenever this is not the case
(4)
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LED ring

✔Turn on the LED ring by moving the

switch to ‘cable’ on the left side of the
back
✔Adjust

the brightness and color
temperature with the turning knob on
the right

The switch

✔Navigate through the options the

turning the knob left and right, select
an option by pressing it

The turning knob
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Presets

✔The camera comes with a remote control

The numbers

with which many settings can be adjusted.
✔A preset is a collection of the pan, tilt,

and zoom settings for the camera.

The ‘set preset’ button

✔By first pressing the ‘set preset’ button,

followed by a number between 0 and 9,
that number is assigned to the current
camera settings
✔Now press that number to immediately

switch to the corresponding camera
settings
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Color/image

✔Press the ‘menu’ button on the remote
✔Within the menu, click on ‘camera’
✔Click on ‘color’

The ‘menu’ button

✔Here, you can adjust both the Red Green

& Blue Green tuning and the saturation.
We do not recommend manually adjusting
the white balance
✔Now click on the ‘menu’ button to go

back to the ‘camera’ menu
✔Click on ‘image’
✔Adjust

settings like the brightness,
contrast, and sharpness.
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Focus

✔Press the ‘menu’ button on the

remote
✔Within the menu, click on ‘camera’

The ‘manual’ button

✔Click on ‘focus’
✔Click on ‘AF-zone’
✔Here, you can choose the prioritized

area for focusing
✔You can also manually focus by

pressing the blue ‘manual’ button on
the remote, followed by using the zoom
– and + buttons. This is only
recommended to professionals
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